CONTRACT OF VENUE HIRE NICE N SLEAZY GLASGOW
By agreeing to these terms you accept fully the conditions required of you as promoter of this show. If
you meet our standards then this will reflect positively on you. If you don't meet these standards then it
will reflect negatively. Please be the best you can be and the show will not suffer.
Hire prices
Sunday - Thursday = £80
Fridays and Saturdays = £120
Feel free to ask about availabilities! These hire fees are only payable on the night of the event. No
need for advance deposits.
Gig itinerary - Load in - 4.30pm - Soundcheck start - 5pm - Doors open - 7.30/8pm (please no
earlier than 7.30pm unless arranged 10 days in advance.)
- Gig finish - 10.45pm (gigs must finish strictly by then. Load out by 11pm. We have clubs
that MUST start at 11.30pm. Be cool. Be considerate. organise an efficient load out through the back
door to be complete by 11pm.
PLEASE NOTE: If you are organising a gig with more than 3 acts please let us know in advance.
Also, please organise the equipment situation in advance of the gig. Make sure acts know what they
have to bring and what they can share with other acts on the bill. We have a drum kit available for hire
that is in top condition. Arrange this in advance. Cost is £30, which is less than any kit hire companies
will charge.
Both Friday and Saturday dates are highly demanded in the venue, so if you wish to book one you will
have to send us a full proposal of the gig including information on all acts and why you think it will be a
good night. Please don't be offended if we turn it down.
The management reserve the right to cancel the gig at any time if we feel there is just cause for
doing so. We will not tolerate anti-social behaviour or poorly organised events. By responding to
this email you are confirming that you have read and understand these conditions.
Included in the deal is the following:
- Full use of the venue space.
- Full PA system (see technical spec)
- Our own in-house sound engineer
- Listings sent out to press such as The List, The Skinny etc...
We ask you to be responsible for: - Organising your own door-person to deal with people paying in to
the gig. - Organising FULL BACKLINE (amps, drum kits etc) for the bands to use. We do not have
amplifiers BUT...
- Drum kit hire is available at £30. A standard rock kit. It is well maintained by our in house tech.
Mistreating / breaking the kit will result in an additional fine to the sum of repairs.
- Promoting the show: Making a facebook event (you can add us as a "co-host") , using instagram and
twitter to help promote the gig. Link and hashtag the bands, the venue, the genres, anything that can aid
the promotion of the event. Make sure the bands and their members do this also as it really makes a
difference - and printing posters, flyers etc yourself. Please print your own A3 posters and put them up
around the city. 100 Black and white A3 posters wont cost more than £10 and should result in a busier
show (we suggest postering around 4 weeks before the gig). We require at least 8 posters for your
event up in the bar / venue at least 4 weeks before your event. Failure to do this will cause stress and
lower levels of awareness for your event. - Organising advance tickets, if necessary (Tickets Scotland
and Brown Paper Tickets are good shouts). We don't sell from behind the bar.
The Venue - It is a STRICTLY over 18s venue. No one under 18 can play at or enter the venue. The capacity is 180 people. Keep an eye n the comfort of the crowd though as some customers are
smaller/larger than others. - There is no allocated seating but there are tables and chairs available. There is a bar serving drinks but you can also take down drinks from our upstairs bar.

Nice n Sleazys venue tech spec
In-house tech: Scott Walker
Scottsound54@gmail.com

d&b audio technik C series system
Speakers
d&b C7 Top x2
d&b C4 Sub x2
d&b B2 Infrabass Sub x2

Amplifiers
d&b P1200 amplifier x2
d&b A1amplifiers x2

FOH
Midas M32 digital console
Foldback (mixed from FOH)
4 x monitor mixes available
Logic Systems LM15 x4
Logic Systems SB1and ML15 (drum stack)
Behringer EP 1500
Behringer EP 2500
Crown XTi 4000
Microphones & Dis
Shure Beta52 x1
Shure Beta91 x1
Sennheiser e604 x2
Sennheiser e904 x2
Shure Beta56 x3
Shure SM58 x6
Shure SM57 x3
T Bone SC140 condenser x1
Behringer DI 100 x3
Millenium DI x3
miscellaneous mic stands
Lighting
Zero 88 Jester ML24 Lighting Console
LEDJ LED64 x4
LEDJ Stagebar 16 x2
Acme Dragon scan x4
smoke machine x1
PLEASE NOTE: This equipment is all available to use but acts are required to bring FULL BACKLINE (drums, amps etc) and instruments. Drumkit hire is
available for £30.

Stage Plan

Cancellation Policy
NO SHOW
Don't do this. There is no excuse not to show up or to duck out early to avoid responsibilities. A great philosopher
once wrote : "ASK NOT WHAT ROCK N ROLL CAN DO FOR YOU, BUT WHAT YOU CAN DO FOR ROCK N
ROLL." - Go forth and live it.
CANCELLATION WITHIN 2 WEEKS OF EVENT
Cancelling a gig within 2 weeks of the event will result in a cancellation fee of the the organised hire fee. YOU HAVE
7 DAYS FROM CANCELLATION TO PAY THIS FEE OR YOU RISK BARRING.
LOAD-IN / OUT doors : Please note that the back doors are for loading in and out of ONLY. Please do not loiter or
smoke/drink at these doors and please do not leave them open. There are police and thieves everywhere. Don't
get yourself or us in trouble.

Also note...
If a promoter is seen to be operating a 'pay-to-play' system they will be banned from organising any future events in
the venue. If your are unaware of 'pay-to-play' it is a system whereby bands are forced to sell tickets themselves to
play a gig and obligated to hand over all or a percentage of this cash to the 'promoter' - essentially buying themselves
onto a bill. At Nice N Sleazy we believe bands should be given a fair deal and SHOULD be paid for performing. If you
have any questions on this feel free to ask us... if you are caught operating any system along these lines, you will be
barred from the premises and details stored on a database for future reference.
What is 'Pay-to-Play'? Well, check this link out for full info :
http://neverpaytoplay.com/TIPS/&FAQ.htm

